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GENERAL MEETNG AGENDA
VENUE:

CCCQ Durack, King Avenue, Durack

Date:

Saturday 2nd March 2019

Time:

14:00

Business
1. President opened the meeting at 14:17
2. Apologies: Erin Ryan, Maranda Lloyd, Vickki Lamb, Allen Lamb
3. Minutes of previous Meeting to be read, confirmed and Adopted
Moved_____T Cumner Second L Stanbury

4. Treasurer’s Report
Letter of thanks to be done for Herbs family

Canteen money from ammenities shows still outstanding

Moved_____M. Halliday Second K. Sullivan

5. Secretaries report (Communication methods again) All communications must go through
the club email, the only communications to be done via Facebook group is strictly for
organising events. If this isn’t abided by the group will be removed.
Moved_____T.Cumner Second D. O’hara
6. Correspondence (inwards & Outwards) Various, DQ as usual, new members, fundraising,
contracts, snorts, member enquiries/complaints (addressed separately)
Moved_____T.Cumner Second L. Stanbury

7. Election of New Members
Louis Ellis, James Allen, Dellas Allen, Dawn Gilles, Cher Gray, Rico Gray
Moved_____T.Cumner Second L.Perrett
11. Fundraising, Canteen/Raffle return $2000 profit, Next canteen splitting shifts
again.
Raffle club to purchase $50 Showmanger and $50 Fuel Voucher Queensland wide.
Calendar for 2020 similar to this however go Australia wide people need to own
the copyright of photos. Available for purchase pre Specialty show, same for the
following year.
Next Fun day 2nd May after Western Suburbs New Farm Park
Launched the Facebook shop, more items being added, going okay but needs to
have constant posting fresh material, permission to use peoples photos of their
dogs Lucas advised to keep fresh post something once a day. Plus cross promote
with Instagram.
Pre ordered Merchandise for 2020, use t-spring or sun frog for selling
merchandise, 4 designs per year, Looking in to play for purpose and apply.
Moved_____T.Cumner Second K.Sullivan

10. Show Business 2019
Contract received back for Sue Foster and Lynn Neilson
Classes for the shows, Normal classes plus, State Breed and
add progeny to sweeps, Charge as per 2018

2020:

add 1/2
page, Tricia
put
Schedule in
Ribb
ons

(Rosettes) Arrange ribbons from supplier
Issue forms for breeders to sponsor classes & set up trophy pledge page
Sponsors: Ivory Coat applied and approved must be referred to in all social media,
Mutters, catalogue and event, Agnor Catalogues, Spinifex photography

Ivory Coast and Royal Canin Applied for
John Williams contract back and signed slight modifications made to Subcontract
arrangement, French bulldog agreement judge we are sharing to judge us last. (L.
Perrett Objection) despite this judging being approved for the national feels the
interstate members won’t come as he judged in Australia 10 years ago. No other
members present have a problem with this. Look into the possibility of changing
John Williams to championship show, already contracted to the National.
Second Judge from West Coast USA cost difference Approx $1000 based on flight
costs for the same time this as the show would be this year in relation to using a
judge from WA, SA or TAS. All present agreed for the second specialty show to use
one of the USA judges below. The following 3 judges had been contacted at part of
determining if it is viable and all 3 are willing to judge the show. Michelle Quesada,
Link Newcomb & Jeff Ryman (Jeff’s wife also judges Bulldogs )
Moved_____T.Cumner Second D. O’hara
L. Perrett blocked the selection of the USA judge debating that a proxy vote was to made
available to all members????? T.Cumner expressed concern that this is not correct. Vote put on hold
vote to take place on Saturday 16/3/19, members to be given option to vote in person or use of
proxy?? T.Cumner to put proxy vote together.
Moved_____L.Perrett Second D. O’hara

10. Breed Council: next meeting April after Bulldog Club of NSW specialty show
11.
12. New business

• First Aid Delegate M. Halliday agreed, T. Cumner to find out if M. Halliday is required to
have a first aid kit or if there is one on the grounds. M. Halliday is current first aid officer
• Breeders listings (Website & Newsletter) Put forward by E.Ryan Annual renewal plus new
applications to be emailed out $10/annum to be listed on both website and on the back
page of mutters
• Club shirt - Put forward by E.Ryan Polo shirt Royal blue with gold logo, anyone but
T.Cumner to try and locate sponsors their logo is to go on the sleeve aim is to have
sponsors cover apron 50% of cost, L. Perret advised minimum $640 doesn’t need to be pet
industry. D’Ohara only one main sponsor of the
• General T-shirt - T-Spring 4 x per year or try Sunfrog
• Complaint - See appendix 1: L. Perrett lodge a complaint to DogsNSW with regards to
S.Edmonds potentially breeding a dog with a heart murmur and being well aware of the
condition, the issue was rejected by DogsNSW. L.Perrett wish for the club to lodge the
complaint to the National breed council. S. Edmonds has provided a vet certificate
stating the animal in question is fit and healthy, L. Perrett stated that he has a heart

ultrasound completed by a cardiac specialist stating the bitch had a heart murmur.
L.Perret was asked agin to clarify that the report he has has be done with an ultrasound
by a specialist, not just a stethoscope by a local vet, L. Perrett confirmed this is true,
based on this the majority agreed the issue is to be referred to the National breed
council as agenda item for the next meeting. T.Cumner to forward to National Breed
Council
Moved_____L.Perrett Second D. O’hara
12. Meeting Closed 15:40

Attendies
D. O’Hara
A.O’Hara
L. Stanbury
M. Halliday
T.Cumner
K.Sullivan
L.Perrett
Appendix 1:

Dear Executive Committee Members,
It has recently brought to my attention that a dog, that was sold to me in the first instance and subsequently returned
to the breeder in New South Wales with a grade 2 heart murmur, was recently used for breeding. At least one of the
progeny of the litter has been sold to a show and breeding home on main register. I also don't personally believe that
the health status of the dam has been disclosed to this person.
I have taken this matter up directly with Dogs New South Wales and provided what I believe to be sufficient evidence
of prior knowledge of the bitches condition, yet the complaint has been quashed by the disciplinary committee in
New South Wales stating the contrary.
I would like this matter addressed as it involves not only a breeder with an extensive and successful tenure within
British Bulldogs, but who is also a qualified All Breed Judge who judges both here and abroad. I feel her actions fly in
the face of everything that is trying to be achieved through the promotion of healthy brachycephalic breeds ( in
particular bulldogs) in Queensland and nationally, and sets a very poor standard of adherence to the Code of Ethics in
relation to breeding both in New South Wales and nationally.
As someone at the pinnacle of our sport I feel that there should be no special treatment because of their tenure or
standing, as I believe is being extended in this situation. In fact I feel that they should be held to a higher standard as
they are the leaders of our community and they are the individuals that should be promoting and educating the
importance of the adherence to the highest of standards to the newer people in our sport. Her actions simply bring
the reputation of British Bulldogs both domestically and internationally, as well as over all reputation of Purebred
Dogs into disrepute.
I have attached the correspondence that I have had with Dogs New South Wales, and are presently awaiting a response
to my final email asking for clarification. I have also attached the evidence that I had presented to them for your
consideration.
You will note that the dog that was used at stud is owned by our Secretary, Tricia Cumner. I do not believe that Tricia
is liable in this matter as after a brief discussion with her the health status of the bitch was not disclosed to her and I
believe she performed her due diligence in relation to providing the stud.
As I am sure you are aware as an individual I am unable to refer this matter directly to the Australian National Kennel
Council, National Breed Councils and National British Bulldog Breed Council. I am requesting that this matter and the
attached evidence be referred to the National British Bulldog Breed Council and the Australian National Kennel

Council via the correct channel and process. My understanding is that this is via the club as the Queensland state
representative on National British Bulldog Breed Council.
Could this please be put on the agenda of the upcoming club meeting, scheduled for the 02 March 2019.
Kind Regards

--

Lucas Perrett
Phone: 0452210184
Email: lucas.perrett@gmail.com

DOGS NSW – COMPLAINT LODGEMENT FORM

COMPLAINT SUBMITTED BY:
MEMBERSHIP NO:

Lucas Perrett

4100169883

(Where submitted by DOGS NSW Board - Minute reference)
COMPLAINT LODGED AGAINST:

Ms Sharon Phegan nee Edmunds
ALLEGATION:

Ms Phegan has knowingly bred a bitch that was
diagonosed with a heart mumur.
The bitch in question was returned to her after inital
purchase for this reason. A condition of this return
was a vet report stating that it posed a risk to
breeding.

ARTICLES / REGULATIONS
ALLEDGEDLY BREACHED:
STATEMENT BY COMPLAINANT ATTACHED:

DOGS NSW Regulations Part Xlll-Code of Ethics,
Clauses 6 & 7
WRITTEN STATEMENT MUST BE ATTACHED

NAMES OF ANY WITNESS/S UPON WHICH
COMPLAINANT RELIES:

WITNESS STATEMENTS ATTACHED:

YES/NO

(If a complainant is relying on the evidence of a
witness, a witness statement should be attached)

IS THERE ANY OTHER SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTATION ATTACHED

YES/NO

Old Mill Animal Hospital (Vet Report)
Pedigree of Progeny / Phot of Progeny
SIGNATURE OF COMPLAINANT:
DATE:

12 / 02 / 2019

(Office use only)
FILE NO:
MEMBERSHIP TYPE/STATUS:
COMPLAINT FEE PAID:

N/A as advised by email

Mrs M Perrett
356 Sunrise Dr
Oceanview QLD 4521

56 004 340 823
Ref: 21000

Patient History for Skittles
Breed: British Bulldog

Species: Dog

DOB: 24/12/2016 Age 0 yrs 2 mths

Colour: Black

Current Weight: 4.76

Microchip: Plse scan

22/02/2017
Vital Signs:

History Details:

Ref: Dr Christina May

Sex: Female

Age 0 yrs 2 mths

Name

Value

Weight
Temperature

4.76
38.6

Notes

Low

High

Kilograms
C

Reason: New Puppy Health Check
Appointment Notes: they are on their way back from airport from picking up this new
puppy. could only do this time. Running late
History:
Just collected from airport - flew up from sydney
Vacc when 6-7 weeks old
Due worming next week
Live out in woodford
No hx concerns but first time new owner has seen
O planning to breed from her
Normal stools and urine passed
Examine:
Whistling nose
Nares stenotic
Glued ears, mild bilateral OE
Good dentition for breed
Mild dermatitis under nasal skin fold
NAD eyes
All toes correct!
Tiny kink with mildly screwed tail - tail long for a bulldog
Mild dermatitis ventrum near vulva - discussed chlorohex rinsing
NAD abdo palpation
HR 104 - HM present - can hear both sides. Low intensity. Grade 2/6. Discussed ddx
with o and issues with breeding if as grows remained 3/6 or greater
Plan:
R/c 2 weeks for next vacc
O will arrange flea/tick and worming tx's
Client Contact:
22/02 Maranda has okd talking to breeder, Sharon re pups heart murmur ML

Invoiced Items:

13/02/2019 - 14:41:28

Service Provided

No.
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2/27/2019

Gmail - Code of Ethics Violation

Lucas Perrett <lucas.perrett@gmail.com>

Code of Ethics Violation
7 messages
Lucas Perrett <lucas.perrett@gmail.com>
To: info@dogsnsw.org.au
Bcc: Maranda Lloyd <marandalloyd@bigpond.com>

Mon, Feb 11, 2019 at 6:49 PM

Dear Dogs New South Wales,
I am writing to inform you that one of your members has violated article 6 and 7 of your code of ethics.
6. A Member shall breed only with the intent of maintaining and/or improving the standard of the Breed and
the health, welfare and soundness of their dogs having regard to the following:- (i) by being the holder of a
financial ANKC Registered Prefix; and (10/17) (ii) by striving to eliminate hereditary diseases within their
dogs and their breed. (iii) that the health, physical welfare and fitness for function of dogs is of prime
importance, and (iv) that a Member shall make every reasonable effort to ensure that dogs bred by them do
not suffer from any disorder that impedes their sight, breathing or ability to move freely or which is
otherwise detrimental to their comfort and well being.
7. A bitch shall not be bred from unless it is in good health and has reached adequate maturity and, in any
case, no matings shall be permitted before the age of 18 months for bitches of Breeds specified in the
Schedule of Adequate Maturity for Giant Breeds below or before the age of 12 months for any other bitch. Any
litter resulting from the mating of a bitch under the minimum specified age at the time of mating is only
eligible to be registered on the Limited Register and flagged “not to be upgraded to the Main Register”.
The violation relates to the breeding of a bitch with a veterinary diagnosed heart murmur.
The bitch in question was bred under the prefix BRATRICE, which is owned by Sharon Phegan Nee Edmunds.
As per the attached documentation the bitch BRATRICE TASTE THE RAINBOW (Registration No: 2100467209) was
bough by myself in 2017, upon arrival in Brisbane she was examined by our vet and deemed to have a heart murmur,
we reassessed at 12 weeks and the murmur was still present. It was at that time we began proceedings to return the
dog to Ms Phegan. At her request we supplied two vet reports to her stating that the dog did in fact have a murmur
which was gradable and this posed a risk to breeding her in the opinion of our vet.
The dog was re-homed to a family on the Gold Coast by arrangement of Ms Phegan.
We were recently made aware that this bitch had been bred when another exhibitor send us the pedigree of one of
its progeny (also attached), who we later found out has also been sold to a show home.
I feel that this is a blatant deliberate violation of the code of ethics, and given her standing as a qualified All Breeds
judge and long time breeder of British Bulldogs, not only brings Dogs NSW into disrepute but the whole purebred dog
community. As a breed, the British Bulldog is under a high level of scrutiny with regards to health and is an ever
increasing target of scammers and backyard breeders and I feel that Ms Phegan should be held to account for
questionable breeding practices.
Her actions not only damage the breed and its reputation but undermine the hard work of the ANKC affiliated clubs
nationally as well as the National Breed Council. As an All Breeds Judge i feel that she has a responsibility to be
setting an example to purebred dog community and upholding the standards and rules that have been put in place
and also fostering and educating newer exhibitors instead of taking advantage of them as she has done on this
occasion.
Should you wish to discuss this further i will be happy to do so. I have attached the copy of the pedigree that was
supplied to me along with the vet report we supplied Ms Phegan as a condition of her return and photo of the
progeny in question.
Kind Regards
Lucas Perrett

-https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=bcc5e47b75&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar5665206455173353038&simpl=msg-a%3Ar-57750… 1/7
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Gmail - Inq No 5/2019 - L PERRETT v S PHEGAN

Lucas Perrett <lucas.perrett@gmail.com>

Inq No 5/2019 - L PERRETT v S PHEGAN
2 messages
Belinda Tutill | DOGS NSW <btutill@dogsnsw.org.au>
To: "lucas.perrett@gmail.com" <lucas.perrett@gmail.com>

Tue, Feb 26, 2019 at 10:14 AM

Dear Mr Perrett

At the recent meeting of the Disputes Assessment Panel your complaint against Mrs Sharon Phegan (nee Edmunds)
was considered and DAP have requested I contact you and advised that an Inquiry is declined in relation to the alleged
breach of the Code of Ethics Clause 23, re sale of bulldog with heart murmur Grade 2, that there is insufficient
evidence that the Breeder knew or should have known of the condition.

Kind regards

Belinda Tutill
Senior Administration Officer

Royal NSW Canine Council Limited ABN 69 062 986 118 trading as DOGS NSW
Postal: PO Box 632 St Marys NSW 1790 |Business: 44 Luddenham Road Orchard Hills NSW 2748
Main: 02 9834 3022 | Fax: 02 9834 3872
Email: btutill@dogsnsw.org.au | Website: www.dogsnsw.org.au

Disclaimer Notice: This transmission (and/or attached documents) may contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the originator as soon as possible. Also, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, dissemination,
distribution, copying or other use or action taken in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited without the express permission
of the sender. If you have received this transmission in error, please delete the information from your system. We have taken precautions to
ensure this transmission is virus free, but we take no responsibility for any loss or damage that may be caused by its contents, nor for any data
corruption, interception or unauthorised amendment.

Lucas Perrett <lucas.perrett@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Lucas Perrett <lucas.perrett@gmail.com>
To: Belinda Tutill | DOGS NSW <btutill@dogsnsw.org.au>

Tue, Feb 26, 2019 at 10:33 AM

Dear Belinda,
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